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About This Content

Traverse the stunning Upper Rhine and Black Forest Railways in this incredibly-detailed and picturesque route courtesy of
Partner Programme developer Maik Goltz.

Set upon the stunning landscape of Baden-Württemberg, the Upper Rhine and Black Forest Railways serve as key links between
major hubs throughout the state and beyond. Two of these hubs are more specifically the cities of Villingen, which is home to

over 81000, and Konstanz at the southern tip of Germany, slightly larger at 83000 residents.

These two cities are connected by more than 90km of scenic inter-city rail. From Konstanz, the line starts off as the Upper
Rhine Railway, which has followed the path of the great river since the 1840s. The Upper Rhine Railway stretches all the way

from Mannheim down to the Swiss city of Basel, before sharply darting east and following, plus frequently crossing, the
German-Swiss border all the way to Konstanz. Trains from Konstanz, bound for Villingen, follow this path as far as Singen.

At Singen, the line splits with the Upper Rhine continuing west, onward to Schaffhausen, Lauchringen, Basel and Mannheim.
Meanwhile, the line to Villingen heads northwards. This diverging route is in fact the start of the famed Black Forest Railway.

Opened in 1866, the Black Forest Railway itself spans over 140 km and is laden with incredibly steep gradients, twists and turns
to effectively navigate through the towering firs and packed valleys. Populous settlements such as Hausach and Donaueschingen

were connected by rail, and south of Villingen, so was Immendingen, the starting point of the equally scenic Wutachtalbahn.

In Train Simulator, the 90km Konstanz-Villingen route authentically recreates scenic sections of the Upper Rhine and Black
Forest Railways as they were between 1998 and 2002. The route is packed with no less than 4 different signalling types,
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including semaphores, and offers exquisite detailing throughout every station, every turn, every inch!

Included Scenarios

The Konstanz – Villingen Route Add-on includes six challenging career scenarios:

Containers to Singen

Regional express train to Offenburg

Regional train to Konstanz

Freight to Villingen

A Helping Hand

Interregio Express to Konstanz

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

90 km Route length (314 km track work length)

Focused time period circa. 1998-2002

Original-replicated 25 Stations

Original-replicated landscapes with many little details

Thousands of individual 3D models

Opulent vegetation with own creations of 2D and 3D models

Extensive night-time illumination, wonderful winter and autumn landscape

Highly detailed prototypical catenary

Highly detailed track work to the limits of Train Simulator incl. handmade rounded
gradient changes and super elevation with prototypical ramps for a smooth run over
the whole route

4 signal systems with prototypical operation (H/V, KS, Semaphore, SBB)

Includes: BR189, BR111, DABz Dosto, ABn Regio and selection of freight wagons

6 career scenarios

Different starting locations for quick drive (decorated with AI traffic and loose
consists)
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Quick Drive compatible

Download Size: 1.2 GB
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train simulator konstanz-villingen route add-on

I just want a decent football video game.. you can tell this is defiently made for the oculus as it makes you feel motion sickness
really bad. i wouldnt recommend it to the htc vive owners stick to the vive games that dont make you feel ill but the oculus rift
owners i would really recommend to yous as your be used to this sortta motion sickness with all those rift games!. Amazing!,
Setup a map, add some bad guys, setup the weapons, have somefun, easy, whats not to like.

The video of how to setup is really great, well done and easy to follow, you get what you see.. A simple, rather pretty and
somewhat unique (AFAIK) 2D space game.

Fun for a while, but currently a bit repetitive until you reach the end.
The final level is pretty decent and quite a challenge.

The upgrade model works but currently has a few flaws (mistakes are locked in, some can go to infinity with unlimited
playtime).

It's being actively developed (at the time of this post) so these issues may be addressed, although it's currently release-worthy
and I didn't see any bugs. I'll try to remember to update this when changes are made.

Overall, worth the price.. Very neat graphics and smooth movement perception, it's a great short game even without VR gear.

I could even buy a longer version of this game which is relaxing and challenging at the same time.

The colorful depiction of the interior of the cell and it's organelles is spectacular and looks like a Biology textbook in motion.

I loved this game.. Machineers is a fun puzzle game! I really enjoy the vibe of the game and the puzzles are challenging but not
so difficult they're frustrating.. complete copy & paste from other games.. I love this game! The cartoony style and vibe is every
thing. I wanted this game for ages and when I finally got it I was not disapointed! The story is fun a quirky and full of surprises I
would reccomend for anybody whos played a vampire story or disk world! <3 <3 <3
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An excellent shmup with spectacular visuals,a cast filled with gorgeous waifus and a story taking place in the world of Finnish
mythology.. Got all the DLC from a bundle, they add a lot more content.. this game is good.

i can't get a good score though

nice music

Only con it:
the screen scrolls too fast and you'l get dizzy. It is actaully really fun. I played the Sword and sheild first up and then the bow
and arrow.
Some of the monsters are quite frightning.
One has epic boobs which is a bonus.
I recommend this game.
. Six man party hex-based movement with turn-based combat dungeon crawler. There are not many games around in this genre,
so I take what it's there. And this one is a decent one, it may not have animated monsters but arts are really nice. And Swords
and Sorcery - Underworld is complex enough to keep me entertained. Bugs free also.. Great sim however the save function is
still not working after game restart and my version states 2.15?. Verry nice like it \ud83d\ude01\ud83d\udc4c. They seem to be
wanting to reinvent the wheel here with their odd controls for keyboard and mouse. Normally you'd move with wsad and
constantly face the mouse, but the closest they have despite giving 5 different control options is to have your character always
move with W and face the mouse.
Where in other twin-stick shooters, you move N S E W in accordance with W S A D, with facing direction being your mouse,
for some reason they opted to not use this method. On top of this, you can't move while aiming, and you can't fire without
aiming. Assumedly all of this is so the devs can go with the whole horror aspect, but it just makes the whole thing feel clunky,
especially, I assume, in the survive-forever mode.

If you're looking to buy this game because it's a zombie twin-stick shooter, don't. It's more survival horror than shooter.
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